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2 of 2 review helpful Excellent Scholarly treatment of a Hard Subject By willchap We try families to keep the truth 
from our loved ones who are dying Everyone from Grandma to the youngest kids lie or withhold information but the 
dying children know anyway This book deals with the subject in a scholarly fashion it s the author s PhD Thesis by 
such novel approaches as creating an extensive role playing scenario whic The death of a child writes Myra Bluebond 
Langner poignantly underlines the impact of social and cultural factors on the way that we die and the way that we 
permit others to die In a moving drama constructed from her observations of leukemic children aged three to nine in a 
hospital ward she shows how the children come to know they are dying how and why they attempt to conceal this 
knowledge from their parents and the medical staff and how these adults in Winner of the 1997 Charles A Corr Award 
in Literature To present the child s view is always refreshing and even if the children are dying of leukemia their ways 
of adapting to denying subverting ignoring the hospital s social structure 
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